Abstract-Gliding extended range projectile is restricted by such conditions as the speed, the engine thrust force, the engine work time and the impact point speed inclination when attaining the longest range. To simplify the problem and acquire a well-designed trajectory, a phase-based method for optimizing the overall trajectory is presented. The overall trajectory is divided into the boosted phase, the cruise phase, the gliding phase and the terminal guidance phase. After overall consideration of the constraints and index requirements of all phases, different methods were used to optimize each phase, including the optimal angle of firing design, the design for minimizing energy loss, the optimal glide design and the terminal phase dive method, so as to optimize the overall trajectory. Simulation results show that the designed trajectory can meet the design requirements for multiple constraints and achieve the longest extended range as well as 10km 70km whole range coverage. The conclusion is of certain significance in developing rocket projectiles.
INTRODUCTION
Gliding extended range is one of the effective means for rocket projectile to achieve the aim of striking target over a long distance and a good trajectory design one of key technologies to achieve long-range gliding. The rocket projectile's trajectory should not only meet the design of optimization principle but also meet various restrictions in the flying course of rocket projectile. Jepps made a summary introduction to the law of motion of gliding trajectory and characteristics of trajectory in [1] ; Fleck theoretically gave a particular introduction to the capacity of shell's gliding extended range and characteristics of aerodynamic force in [2] ; Yi Wenjun, et al gave a more particular introduction to the theory of flight of gliding extended range missile in [3] ; in [4] , modeling and simulation were conducted on trajectory of gliding extended range shell but restrictions received in the flying course of rocket projectile was not studied; Li Yu, et al carried out optimization of trajectory for boost-glide missile using prevailing sequential quadratic programming in [5] ; in [6] , gliding extended range shell's gliding distance was expressed as the function of atmospheric density through simplification and the analytical expression of maximum gliding distance was obtained by derivative calculation, but problem of trajectory design before glide was not considered; Chen, et al introduced optimized Genetic Algorithm and obtained a satisfactory result regarding the problem of optimized design of reentry trajectory of repeatable vehicle in [7] ; in [8] , gliding trajectory was designed with two methods that centripetal acceleration is zero and lift-to-drag ratio maximum in gliding stage; in [9] , to obtain the optimal gliding trajectory, variable metric non-uniform distributed parameterizing and sequential quadratic programming were combined using time-domain-controlled non-uniform discrete distribution; in [10] , the calculation formula of the maximum gliding distance was derived in certain assumption condition according to the characteristics of aerodynamic force and trajectory of gliding extended range shell; in [11] , wholerange trajectory was divided into trajectory stage and gliding stage and both stages were optimized in design by different methods; in [12] , the most optimal trajectory of air-to-ground missile was obtained in two-dimensional condition with immediate means; in [13] , trajectory optimization method based on Gaussian pseudo-spectral method was proposed, and with which status variable and control were dispersed, optimal control method was substituted by nonlinear programming and finally it was solved with sequential quadratic programming; in [14] , a framework using dynamic programming to optimize trajectory was set up based on one status node in each stage. This paper, on the basis of referring to the aforesaid research fruits, considered various constraint conditions in the course of flight and carried out the research on the problem of optimizing whole-range trajectory when missile launch starts.
This paper focuses on a kind of guided rocket projectile flying at subsonic speed. To realize accurate strike, we adopted INS/GNSS integrated navigation + infrared imaging terminal guidance. The range coverage design for the rocket is 10km~70km. In order to meet the long range targets and due to speed and fuel limits, the trajectory must be optimized by design, so that the firing range can be maximized under current conditions. Therefore we take maximizing the range as the overall optimization objective. In the last phase, the rocket must not only hit the target with high accuracy, its speed inclination angle at the impact point must be higher than certain angle. We divided the overall trajectory into the boosted phase, the cruise phase, the gliding phase and the terminal guidance phase. Different optimization methods 978-1-5386-3995-5/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE were adopted for different phases in light of phase constraints and optimizing indexes.
II. TRAJECTORY PHASE SEGMENTATION AND TASK DIVISION
The designed trajectory should meet all constraints, such as the range constraint, the speed limit, the engine thrust force constraint, the engine work time constraint, and the impact point speed inclination constraint. These constraints normally work at certain points of the trajectory. In order to simplify the question and facilitate the design, different phases of the trajectory should be divided and described. For example, Doc. [6] uses dynamic planning methods to optimize the trajectory framework, where chief optimal control becomes a recurrent function of the multiple-phase determination process based on the core optimality principle, and the multiple phase process becomes a series of single phase problems to be resolved one by one. Whereas the subject of this article can be resolved into a series of singephase optimal design and the multiple-objective goals can be fulfilled through satisfaction of the optimal objective for each phase.
The rocket trajectory is divided into four phases based on the engine work characteristics and gliding extended range characteristics and terminal guidance characteristics: namely the boosted phase, the cruise phase, the gliding phase and the terminal guidance phase.
III. OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY DESIGN OF BOOSTED AND CRUISE PHASES

A. Trajectory Design of Boosted Phase
The boosted phase of the gliding extended range rocket has a very short time and the flight speed can t attain enough aerodynamic efficiency quality, so the boost phase design is without control and the single quality to be optimized is the initial launching angle , and the following restrictions should be met.
1) The launching angle should fall within the limit as permitted by the launchers.
2) The launching angle should be so selected as to make the rocket speed lower than the speed of sound after the boosted phase is ended.
When the above constraints have been met, the incident angle is optimized to ensure that the rocket projectile has an optimal attitude of velocity after the boosted and cruise phases so as to achieve largest range possible. In this article, strategies for the cruise and gliding phases are first determined and then numerical simulation method is used to traverse-search an optimal launching angle that guarantees the longest range.
B. Trajectory Design of Cruise Phase
Rocket energy is accumulated in the cruise phase. The design is to minimize its energy loss while meeting speed, engine thrust force, engine work time constraints.
1) Trajectory design of minimum energy loss
In the whole cruise phase, energy loss mainly comes from air drag expressed as:
where is air density, V is air vehicle's flight speed, and D C is drag coefficient. As atmospheric density gradually changes with altitude, the air vehicle can be considered as seeking a path of the least energy loss within media of different densities. As shown in Figure 1 x y . Assume the path from Point A to Point B is: A to C by straight line and C to B by straight line. Assume energy loss in a unit length is directly proportional to air density. When the missile moves under Line DE, the energy for a unit length can be set as 1 ; when it moves above Line De, the energy for a unit length can be set as 2 .The question is how to locate Point C to make energy loss along path ACB lower than that in any other paths which connect Pint A and Point B. When the initial trajectory inclination is known, the following inclinations can be calculated in sequence and the course of the whole cruise phase is thus determined.
2) Engine work time constraint handling
In areas with high altitude, as the air is thin and the atmospheric density is low, aerodynamic drag may be excessively low. Therefore the thrust force of the engine should not be too much in order to ensure the flight speed is lower than expected. So it is difficult to make sure the fuel is all consumed within a specified time. In light of the work time constraint of the engine, this article aims to adjust the thrust force by predicting the remaining fuel, to ensure the engine uses up its fuel and shut down in the time limits.
After the boosted phase of the gliding extended range rocket, the cruise engine starts to work and make it follow the designed trajectory. When the cruise engine works steadily, the remaining fuel in the engine after a space of allowed work times can be calculated based on the limit that rocket speed should not exceed the limited speed. If there is no fuel left, it indicates that the prior design trajectory is workable; if there is fuel left, trajectory in the cruise phase should be modified to make it meet the time limits.
Flight time calculated through the gliding extended range rocket IMU can be used to acquire the remainder of the flight time. To consume all remaining fuel in the remaining time, the flow of engine fuel should be restricted as follows: When these constraints function, the rocket speed will absolutely increase thus failing to meet the requirement that rocket speed must be lower than 0.8 Mach. At this time the trajectory shape should be changed to dissipate extra energy and ensure speed limits.
3) Speed constraint handling
When the firing point has high altitude or the target is too near to the firing point, the rocket speed can be higher than the limits and the extra energy in the engine should be dissipated. A lateral reversal-based energy dissipation method is thus presented.
By drawing upon the ideas of returning guidance from NASA's space shuttles we first designed a funnel boundary and made the rocket move within the funnel. The nearer the rocket gets to the target, the smaller the funnel becomes. The control surface of the gliding extended range rocket is controlled, so that with the standard trajectory as the datum line in a transverse plane, the rocket reverses from left to right upon reaching the funnel boundary and change the attitude of the flight speed to dissipate extra energy. The reverse strategy is: denotes that the rocket flying at the maximum lift-to-drag ratio. Studies [2, 7] show that optimal controlled gliding trajectory and lift coefficient of control 1 L k , which means that when the lift-to-drag ratio is the maximum in the whole course, the difference between its flight distance and the optimal controlled trajectory optimal controlled glide distance falls within 1.5%.
In the gliding flight process, assume the moment applied on the rocket is in equilibrium state each instant when the elevator surface moves to one side-the "transient equilibrium", then the relation between the angle of rudder deflection and the equilibrium attack angle can be expressed as follows:
Simplifying it, we get: coefficients of the wing-body combination and the elevating rudder; , z are equilibrium attack angle and the angle of the rudder deflection of the extended range projectile; S is the characteristic area of the projectile body; g x , p x , pg x are whole rocket gravity center, the pressed core of the wingbody combination and the elevating rudder respectively; l is the distance between the location of elevating rudder's pressed core and the whole-rocket gravity center; l is the distance between the location of the wing-body combination's pressed core and the whole-rocket gravity center.
Through simultaneous solution of equation, the equilibrium attack angle and angle of rudder deflection in the gliding process can be expressed as:
As can be seen, the relatively optimum lift coefficient of control L k t obtained through optimization of gliding trajectory of the gliding extended range rocket can lead to a relatively optimum rudder deflection law in the gliding process. Therefore, methods such as for simultaneous solution of trajectory equations can be used to design the gliding trajectory directly.
The gliding trajectory can be designed based on the principle that the lift-to-drag ration of every point on the gliding missile is the maximum [15] , [16] . Suppose: 
Equation is the designed rudder deflection law of the gliding extended range rocket. After introducing it into the moment equilibrium expression, we obtain the designed equilibrium attack angle expression: 
Equation and is the rudder deflection law z t and equilibrium attack angle t designed according to the maximum lift-to-drag ratio for every point of the gliding trajectory. We can see that its change rule is chiefly related to the aerodynamic parameters of the rocket in its gliding flight. Through direct simultaneous solution coupled with the trajectory equation, their changes in relationships and gliding trajectory can be computed.
V. TERMINAL PHASE DESIGN
IR seeker is adapted in the terminal guidance phase, while the line of sight and rate of line of sight can be measured. To meet the incident angle constraint and to easily meet the terminal guidance succession conditions, a driven down trajectory adapted to the incident angle constraint is designed.
The driven-down trajectory is basically a section of trajectory close to the gliding phase. The trajectory driving down strategy is: 
VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION
The above phasing methods were applied in mathematical simulation system and the cases with conditions of 10km, 20km, 40km and 70km have been simulated respectively, with the results shown in Fig. 3, Fig.  4 , Fig. 5, Fig. 6 , the result of the Monte Carlo simulation is that missile's CEP less than 10m. From the simulation result map we can see:
1) The thrust force becomes zero in a specified time (140s), the fuel is burned out and the engine is shut down within the time limit.
2) The energy dissipation strategy has effective outcome. 3) 10km~70km overall trajectory self-adaptive coverage is realized, meeting impact point inclination constraint and other constraints. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the engine work characteristics and gliding extended range characteristics and terminal guidance characteristics, this article introduces a method for designing glide extended range ballistic trajectory phase by phase. The rocket trajectory is divided into four phases, namely the boosted phase, the cruise phase, the gliding phase and the terminal guidance phase. Multiple constraints during the flight have been taken into consideration in the design. One dimension search is used to optimize the trajectory in the boosted phase; a minimum trajectory strategy is presented for the cruise phase. At the same time, the fuel prediction method along with the energy dissipation method is used to meet the engine shut-down limits and the rocket speed limits. In the gliding phase, the maximum lift-to-drag ratio method is used to derive the deflection angle equation so that the gliding phase is long enough to meet the maximum range requirements; in the terminal guidance phase, a guidance method is proposed for driving down the trajectory based on the target information so that the projectile can attack the target at a certain angle thereby improving its striking performance. The simulation results show that the proposed trajectory design approach achieves the longest extended range as well as 10km 70km whole range coverage. It is not only self-adaptable with regard to the range, but also meets various constraints, which is of reference value in the design of this kind of rocket projectiles.
